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No.22 was ordered to Port Moresby
in New Guinea on September
4, 1942 but due to a shortage
of shipping the move took two
months. The first three Bostons
arrived in New Guinea on October
26, 1942. No.22 lost its first aircraft
on November 10 when A28-12
blew up as it released its bombs
during a practice attack run on an
old shipwreck grounded just outside
Port Moresby Harbour; Flt Le V W
Morgan, Fg Off] H Borland and
Sgt RT Power were killed.
At 11.45am on the 15th, the first
operational sortie was carried out
when Sqn Ldr E R Bell in A28-
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Lts V C Sladen

and
McDonald (A28-20) carried out
an armed reconnaissance between
Sanananda Point and the Kumasi
River. Both locations were attacked
but no sign of enemy activity was
observed.
The following day, raids were

flown against Sanananda Point,
Geruwa and Waytutu Point and
on the 21st Sanananda was again
hit by the same three aircraft.
Low-level strafing and bombing,
in the face of heavy anti-aircraft
fire, became the squadron'’s main
method of attack.
During the latter half of‘
November, 22 carried out seven
“ops’ against Japanese
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Salamaua and its isthmus,
‚seen from a 22 Squadron
Boston.
Above

right

Repairs being carried out
On the fin and rudder
A28-24.
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Below
No.22 Squadron Boston
Ill coded ’DU-C' taxying
out for take-off at Ward's
Strip, Port Moresby, 1942.

troops, storage areas and lines of‘
communications. Most of these
were in the Sanananda area, however
Buna was bombed twice at the
request of the Commanding Officer
5th Air Force USAAFK,
Following the loss of A28-12, two
similar incidents occurred. On the
26th, Fit Lt KR McDonald’s A2822 blew up over Gona, then three
days later A28-20 (Flt Lt Bullmore)
exploded over Buna — both crews
perished, In each case, a full load
of 20lb (9kg) fragmentation bombs
had been released. The unit stopped
using these weapons and no further
Bostons were lost in this manner,
During November, 22 cut its
teeth in ground attack strikes and

N

it discovered that the Bostons
were highly manoeuvrable and.
very fast. They were capable of

300mph (482km/h) at low altitudes
and while they could not take on
Mitsubishi ‘Zeros’ in combat, the
Japanese fighters found it hard to
engage the agile bombers.

JUNGLE RECOVERY

On December Sqn Ldr C
Learmonth, flying in A28-9, led
five Bostons to attack shipping that
had been seen off Buna. Fg OFF H
B Craig had to abort the take-off
when his airspeed indicator failed,
and A28-1 was destroyed in the
resulting crash.
San Ldr Learmonth later reported:
1

GELTEN

“bombs dropped approximately 100
yards from destroyer in Buna Area,
results [of] other bombs unobserved.
One crew considered probably six
vessels in area. On leaving target
vessels were seen heading west from
Buna. Appeared that no landing or
embarkation had been effected.” On
their return home Fg Off Hunt's
A28-5 crash landed due to an engine
failure.
Five Bostons went
at 02.31am
on the 4th, again to attack Buna,
with Sqn Ldr Learmonth
the final time:
command
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“Bombed and strafed Sanananda
Point and area. Bombs fell in target
area, Results unobserved. Grass
fires observed in target areas, but
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roximately ten yards
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activity. A28-14, pilot
no dumps
Fg Off Turner, lost formation when
the Gap, whilst
Over the vicinity
from
returning
the target area. A
search inaugurated the following day
located A28-14 on Wairope airstrip.”
Wairope was a very small airstrip
and Fg Off Turner had done a fine
job landing with minimal damage.
On the
7th, Fg Off J F Chester, Sgt
BL Williams and Cpl G S Kendall
were despatched to see if A28-14
could be flown out of Wairope. It
took them two days to cut their way
through the jungle from Kokoda to
the downed Boston.
Repairs were soon accomplished
but the strip needed lengthening
and additional men were sent to
assist in the task of cutting down
trees, pulling up stumps and
levelling the area. While this was
being undertaken, the bomber was
stripped of everything that was not
essential. Then, the recovery crew
had to wait for the ground to dry
out. Finally, on the 10th, Ele Le
Sladen took off and cleared the tree
tops by inches leaving the rest of
the party with a long walk back to
Kokoda.
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Above
With a mass of mission
tallies on the nose, A28-9
framing A-20C A28-28.

Left
Boston as seen from
ventral gun hatch
of another 22 Squadron
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DEMOLITION EXPERTS

On December

4, Sqn Ldr K
Hampshire took command of 22
Squadron. His monthly report
described the outstanding attack by
seven aircraft that he led in the early
hours of the 13th. Five destroyers
near Cape Ward Hunt appeared to
be landing troops and equipment so
the Bostons: “strafed and bombed
troops and supplies. Two bombs fell
©
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Wirraways and began coastal patrolling and army co-operation
types valiantly until disbanding on August
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16,

1946.

Richmond in 1953. Today, 22 ‘City of Sydney’ Squadron
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Boston III A28-8 ‘DU-J' crashed on September 12, 1943, and was abandoned
where
lay. It was returned to Australia in 1987 and is now on display in the
RAAF Museum at Point Cook.
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dangerous job"

[the] destroyers. Two direct hits on
stores concentrated on [the] beach
considered destroyed.
Christmas and the New Year saw
no let up in the campaign. During
Christmas Day, three Bostons were

prepared for a 1am take-off on the
26th for attacks on
Knirps Island,
village at Morobe,
Amboga and
Combined air operations
support
of the Australian Army forced the
Japanese to abandon attempts to
establish themselves. Coupled with
the earlier defeat on the Kokoda
"Trail, it was becoming clear that the
enemy had lost the initiative in New
Guinea,
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first raid of 1943

began at

when three
Bostons delivered a New Year greeting

8.51am on January

Maintenance crew
working on an

1

ß
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they destroyed the
y-repaired Customs House, and
then flew across to Sanananda, but
no activity was seen in the area. The
following day, another trio, led by Sqn
Ldr Learmonth, attacked targets of
opportunity from Salamaua to Cape
Kubumi. It seemed as though every
time
Japanese built a structure,
22 Squadron knocked it down
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Experience gained since November
proved that most targets did not
warrant attacks by more than three
or four aircraft — this was more than
sufficient to destroy most objectives.
On
4th, three Bostons (A28-4,
-8 and -9) strafed enemy troops and
supplies along the Sanananda to
Geruwa track; then they flew on to
the Amboga River which was a good
place to look for small Japanese

the

coastal vessels.
Six machines took off around

5.35am on January

7

and headed for

Lae where they bombed and strafed
aircräft, Explosives were dropped
on
south side of the runway,
between the sea and the first blast
bays. During this raid, Fg OfFR
Wines’ A28-4, was struck by antiaircraft fire which knocked out the
hydraulics. He was able to bring
it home, and crash-landed on the

the

airstrip.
Salamaua was the subject of
four attacks in January and
approximately 20 buildings were set
alight. Barge sweeps also returned
satisfactory results, as did the
strafing of Japanese troops.
It was distinctly unwise to make a
secönd pass over a target and so it
was not always possible to assess the
damage inflicted. The squadron'’s
effectiveness was shown by the
number
times Allied army units
expressed their satisfaction with the
assistance they had provided.
Early
February, eight sorties
were carried out against the villages
and Lalabu Villa.
of Wairope

of

in

When

occupied.

Australian infantry
them, they were

found to have been completely
destroyed, with the bodies of 250
Japanese soldiers in the ruins.

BARGE BUSTING

Promoted to Wg Cdr, K Hampshire
led four Bostons away at 10.05am
on February 6 on an armed
reconnaissance beginning at Garrison
Hill and lasting three hours. He wrote:
“Bombs dropped on Garrison Hill,
a large quantity of blue smoke still
issuing from the hill as the aircraft
left the target. Bombs dropped on
island in the creek approximately 1/2

ES
miles from Mubo, results unobserved.
Aircraft A28-21 [Plt OfFG T Smich]
fire approximately off Lapur
seen
Point and crashed in the sea 300 yards
off Knirps Island. Fire in clearing on
north side of Lasangu Island, large oil
slick 300 by 20 yards in bay, east side.”
"Three days later, Fz OfFL A Kenway,
piloting A28-14 coded "DU-X’,
became detached from
formation
in heavy weather returning from a raid
on Malahang. He and his crew were
never seen again.
Ar 5.10pm on the 22nd, Sqn Ldr

on

the

south in three lanes approximately 50
yards apart. Barges scattered on
being sighted and made for
the coast,”
Attacks were repeatedly
vessels, but
made
on

the

some gained

the shelter

of caves just behind
the beach. In addition
they searched for
a submarine in
Morabe Harbour,
but no trace of

it

could be found.

Learmonth

led three aircraft on another extensive
armed recce: “Bombed Zaka, Dona
and Sappa, all bombs in village area
adjacent areas — results unobserved.
Bombs dropped on barges on beach
in a cave between Kui and Sipoma, no
direct hits but considered some barges
probably damaged by shrapnel.
“Aircraft operated in pairs and made
two sorties each. The whole coastal
sea patrolled
area and 30 miles out
through the night. At approximately
02:10, one aircraft
sighted eight barges
two to three miles south of Lasanga
Island. The barges were travelling
Or

to

By the beginning
of 1943, Allied intelligence
gathering in the South West Pacific
arca had become very well organised.
Coast watchers, based on various
islands behind enemy lines, carried
out a lonely and dangerous job. These
reports and aerial reconnaissance kept
theatre commanders well informed.
The Japanese were unable to carry
out any significant activities without
being noticed at an carly stage. On
February 19, Headquarters Allied
Forces was notified of a gathering of
ships and troops at Rabaul. It was
believed that they were probably about
to attempt to reinforce Madang or Lae.
But they could no longer expect
©
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to carry out such operations with
impunity as more than 180 Australian
and US fighters and bombers were
available. The task force was going
fight its way through to
to have
whatever destination they had in mind.
There were only two or three ways
the Japanese could approach the ports
and they lay well within the range
of Allied aircraft. All that had to be
done was to wait for the fleet, carrying
approximately 6,000 men, to set sail.
Initially fortune favoured the enemy
fleet, which sailed from Rabaul just
after midnight on February 28. Storms
over the Solomon and Bismarck Seas
prevented Allied reconnaissance flights
from observing its movements until
about 4pm on the afternoon of March
1, as the storm cleared away. Then a
USAAF Consolidated B-24 Liberator
reported approximately 14 ships,
with a strong escort of Zeros’, 20
miles (32km) north of Cape Lambert
proceeding on a westerly course, If
they held to this course they would
be within range of Allied aircraft the
following morning.

to

WAKE-UP CALL

During the night of March 1/2,
RAAF Consolidated Caralinas
dropped flares over the path of
the fleet. The RAAF’s first direct
participants in the battle were
Bristol Beauforts of 100 Squadron
which made their attack around
2nd. Unfortunately for
5am on
the Japanese, the day was bright
and clear and offered no cover for
their ships which continued to be
damaged or sunk throughout the
day. No.22 Squadron was on full
standby and at 5.20am six aircraft,
all that were serviceable, took off to
neutralise the ‘Zeros’ of the 253rd
Air Group based at Lae. The unit
log states: “Bombed and strafed Lae
aerodrome. Bombs fell the full length

the

Right
Readying A28-9 for
another sortie.

of

the strip, well

covered by at least

15 bombs, remainder fell in dispersal
strip.” All
areas on either side of
the Bostons returned at about 8.12am
and the crews were pleased to have
significantly reduced the number of
fighters which the Japanese could put
up.
On
3rd, No.22 began by
repeating its previous day’ raid on
Lae, Four Bostons were to take off, led
by Sqn Ldr Learmonth. Much to his
annoyance, this machine, A28-13, was
unable
fly, due to engine failure.
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This attack prevented a considerable
number
Zeros’ from escorting the
enemy fleet. The Japanese made the
task of destroying their aircraft more
difficult by leaving the wreckage of
previous attacks alongside the runway
and parking serviceable machines
amongst them, making it hard to
differentiate airworthy from scrap
during a high speed pass. No.22 solved
this problem by strafing and bombing

everything in sight!
At 8am the enemy ships were 30
miles south-east of Finschhaven and
well within striking distance. While
the Bostons delivered their morning
wake-up call, more than 100 Allied
aircraft were heading for what was
left of the fleet. One Boeing B-17
Flying Fortress was shot down before
the Lockheed P-38 Lightning escorts
arrived and a total of 20 “Zeros’ were
claimed by US fighters.
Attacks by the B-17s hit the Ayokuse
Mar and this ship sank at 9.22am
after two destroyers had taken on
board most of
survivors. The
flotilla leader, the Shirayuki, was the
flagship of Rear Admiral Kimura and
it was repeatedly attacked and sank
soon after an ammunition magazine
exploded. The next destroyer to

the

be hit was the Arashio which then
rammed
Nojima which had to be
sank.
abandoned before

the

it

MAXIMUM EFFORT
At 1pm
received

on

the 3rd, orders were
all

available Bostons to
carry out a co-ordinated attack on the
convoy. The five that had attacked
Lae in the morning took off at 2pm to
rendezvous at Cape Ward Hunt and
while transports were still the primary
target, the destroyers were not to be
allowed to escape.
Led by Sqn Ldr C Learmonth
they reported: “All che transports
were stationary and one
destroyer was stationary and
for
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in the water as if it had

been hit
previously. One other destroyer was in
the vicinity of the transports and the
remaining one was steaming north at
approx 20 knots.”
The five descended to 1,500ft
(457m). The immobile destroyer was
chosen: “As the aircraft approached
they went into line astern and formed
low

the

target. Thus all
aircraft were in position to attack in
quick succession. One had to make
interference by
a second run due
enemy fighters. Each stick of bombs
straddled the target, and two directs
with 250lb bombs and five near misses
were scored,
“A Zeke made a frontal attack on
A28-6 at approximately 1,500ft,
aircraft dived towards water and
broke away. Four Zekes commenced
individual attacks from the rear on
A28-7 [which] fired short bursts and
they broke away. All Zekes failed to
press home attacks and broke away
a circle around

to

when fired

on or

when aircraft

went

into a dive,”
By
late afternoon, all the transports
had been sunk or were burning out of‘
control, their crews having abandoned.
them and transferred to other vessels.
The last destroyer still assisting with
the rescue departed from the scene.
The following day, it was estimated
that up to a thousand Japanese were
still bobbing about
lifeboats or rafts.
That same day, Wg Cdr K
Hampshire in A28-23 led four
Bostons to attack a destroyer but
was unable to locate it. They took
the opportunity to bomb
villages
of Dona and Mima. Several huts in
Mima were completely destroyed and
various small targets were strafed.
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the

The RAAF Bostons last involvement
in the Battle of the Bismarck Sea took
place on March 6 when a trio led by
Weg Cdr Hampshire took off to locate
and destroy enemy barges or boats.
This was a cover-all order for a mission
to ensure that no ship or personnel
were left afloat, or alive, in and around
attack. Every Japanese
the area of
soldier killed at sea was one Tess to
trouble the Australian infantry.
Wg Cdr K Hampshire was awarded
a DSO
his part in the battle and
Sqn Ldr Learmonth received a DFC
for his attack On
destroyer. He added
a bar to this medal in August 1943.

the
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GRIM REVENGE

The next attacks carried out by 22
Squadron commenced on March 16.
Seven Bostons gave Salamaua and
adjacent territories a heavy going over,
‚wich special emphasis on stores and
buildings along the town's foreshore.
The raid began by hitting the antiaircraft batteries at McDonald's
Junction. Large fires, gradually
merging with each other, were seen.

its

The strike report: “Flames were

rising several hundred feet and large
columns
heavy black smoke rising
to 3,000ft were seen by aircraft on
return from south of Lasariga Island.
Several small and large explosions
could be seen shortly after bombing.
Reconnaissance made down coast on.
return to Waria River. Three lakatois
[small, single sail vessels] covered
with palm leaves and drawn up under
the trees just south of Busso strafed
and sunk. Approximately 26 large
empty canoes and lakatois'on beach
at Kui. Sixteen to 18 canoes on beach
others under
at Maima a number
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construction. One lakotois on beach
at Kobo. Large patches of oil on the
east side Ewake Inlet.”
At 9am on the 18th, Sqn Ldr E E
Dillon (A28-6), Flt Lt William Ellis
Newton (A28-3), Fg Offs Fethers
(A28-16) R Hunt (A28-5), PC
Mullins (A28-13) and Sgt ] W McKay
(A28-9) took
to continue the
destruction of Salamaua. The pattern
of the previous attack was followed

NA

the crew

as

5

U
raft

far away as

kill he brought the

Above

left

Pondo Village, just
bombed, as seen from the
ventral gun position.

off

with buildings, gun emplacements
and the foreshore being bömbed.
As the attack progressed, A28-3 (Flt
Lt Newron and Sets ] Lyon and BF

Eastwood) was seen trailing smoke
and flames after it. had passed over the
target area. Newton turned towards the
coast then landed in the water about
1% miles south of Lapui Point and the
Boston sank in a few seconds. Only
two men escaped from the bomber.
Sgt Eastwood probably died during the
attack or during the water landing.
As Ele Lt Newron and Sgt Lyon
came ashore, they were captured
by the Japanese. The enemy had
An opportunity to take revenge in
barbaric fashion on the unit that had
inflicted so much damage on them.
Sgt Lyon was bayoneted to death
soon after his capture. Bill Newton
was beheaded, at Lae, on March 2
When Lae was captured Newton's
remains were identified. He was
posthumöusly bestowed the only
VC
be awarded to the RAAF in
the South West Pacific. The citation
— see the panel — pays tribute to a.
determined and courageous pilot.
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"AI images courtesy of the Aviation
Heritage Museum of Western
Australia. @
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